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Summary 
Biometric based personal identification is a reliable and widely 

accepted method for authentication. Human 3D signature is 

distinct from other biometric authentication methods due to the 

presence of third dimensional hidden information. In this paper, 

a new model for on-line 3D signature verification using multiple 

parameters is proposed. The parameters considered from human 

signature namely, velocity, acceleration, pressure, direction, pen 

ups/downs, total time taken, length and depth of the signature are 

unique for each person. The proposed model highlights the third 

dimensional distinctive parameter, depth of the signature for its 

hidden information. Curve fitting is performed on the points 

obtained from different non-linearly spaced layers of the 

signature pad.  The best fitted curves from all the layers and other 

signature parameters are used in the process of verification of 3D 

signature. The digital multi-parameters of the 3D signature are 

further encrypted with cryptographic algorithms to protect from 

cryptanalysis. The attempts for 3D signature expert forgery by 

satisfying both the global and local parameters of the signature 

are difficult. The application of the 3D signature verification 

broadly ranges from authentication of financial transactions to 

authorization of administrative documents. 
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1. Introduction 

The rapid growth of internet has lead to numerous on-line 

business transactions and administrative works through 

computers. The need to ensure that only the right person 

gets access to the highly secured information, the 

requirement for reliably effective security methods to 

protect the information transferred through insecure 

channel leads to various authentication mechanisms [1], 

[2]. The term biometrics refers to individual recognition 

based on person’s unique characteristics. In the biometric 

techniques, the individual is identified by his/her 

physiological or behavioural characteristics. The 

physiological identification is based on the biological 

individuality of users, like, fingerprint, face, hand 

geometry, vein patterns, retina and iris. The behavioural 

biometric identification considers voice or handwritten 

signature [3]. Although physiological biometrics have 

consequently become more integrated into commercial 

products, behavioural biometrics exhibit the quality of 

memory that make them attractive for security applications. 

The techniques used for authentication in computer 

systems, like, token based, knowledge based identity 

verification requires the possession of token, remembering 

of the password/pass phrase are prone to be forgotten, 

disclosed or compromised. In contrast to the knowledge or 

token based verification techniques, the biometric based 

identification/verification offers the advantage of 

presenting the individual personality, whose attributes are 

hard to steal or forge [4].  

 

Human hand written signature is used as a traditional way 

of authentication in business and financial transactions due 

to its unique nature of individuality. The static and 

dynamic signature verification for the paper-based 

documents and transactions are done by humans. The 

challenges faced in that verification are: any signature can 

be learnt; it can be changed by the owner and has several 

versions of the signature depending on the level of 

importance or intent of the signer [5]. Most humans are a 

relatively poor judge of handwritten signature authenticity 

leading to the success of the expert forgers. Presently, the 

writing pad with dedicated pen for 2D handwriting 

recognition is available for email signing and handwriting 

recognition [6], [7]. The 2D signature verification methods 

are vulnerable to spoof [8], [9]. The main reason for the 

failure is due to the fact that signatures are verified in 2D. 

This paper proposes a new model for reliable and accurate 

identification/verification of 3D hand written signature by 

considering the depth parameter in different layers of z-

axis in the signature pad to enhance secure transactions. 

Signature verification has a number of statistical features 

that can be derived from the basic set of data from the 

signature pad. This paper uses only the parameters which 

have more uniqueness like velocity, acceleration, pressure, 

direction, pen ups/downs, total time taken, length of the 

signature. Apart from these parameters, the hidden 

parameters like depth of the signature, curve fitting, 

surface fitting and solid angle are calculated by the 

mathematical functions. The application of this proposed 
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model of 3D signature verification is for the authentication 

of on-line financial transactions and documents. The 

paper-based signature authentication and authorization can 

be replaced by 3D signature verification if e-governance is 

fully implemented.  

 

Further, this paper is organised into six sections. Section 2 

covers the introduction to human signature parameters, 

section 3 describes about the proposed model, section 4 

explains the authentication algorithm, section 5 shows the 

necessity of encryption, section 6 highlights the advantages 

along with applications of the proposed model and section 

7 presents the conclusion. 

2. Parameters of Interest 

The handwriting recognition and signature verification 

studies often make use of nearly 50 features [10], [11]. The 

features considered in many of those work like velocity, 

acceleration, pressure, direction, pen ups/downs, total time 

taken, length of the signature for the verification of 

signature is categorized as time based feature or global 

parameters [12], [13]. Local parameters concern features 

extracted from specific parts of the signature. The depth of 

the signature, process of curve fitting, surface fitting, 

calculation of solid angles are considered as local 

parameters. Global parameters are denoted as  iG and 

local parameters are denoted as  iL  where, ki ,...,2,1  

depending upon the number of parameters  k considered.  

 

Global parameters considered in the signature verification 

using 2D values in time axis are commonly reported in the 

field as: 

 

(a) Velocity: The rate of change of displacement 

along the x - axis during the process of signing.   

(b) Acceleration: The rate of change of velocity 

occurring in the process of signing. 

(c) Pressure: The stress level applied normally by 

the individual on the signature pad by the pen 

while signing.  

(d) Direction: The pen movements in the yx, axis of 

the pad during the time interval of signing.  

(e) Pen ups/downs: The total number of pen lifts 

during the process of signing.  

(f) Total time taken: The time used between the 

initial point and the final point of the signature. 

(g) Length: The full length of the signature is the 

same for an individual even if scaling is required.  

 

This paper mainly deals with the local parameters which 

consider the 3D values as given below: 

 

(h) Depth: This z axis parameter is the third 

dimensional value as points over the planes.  

(i) Curve fitting: 2D curve fitting is performed by 

using the distinguished pressure points of the 

layers with polynomial curves used for the exact 

fit.   

(j) Surface fitting: 3D surface fitting is performed 

with the points from different layers. The values 

of the best fit are used as the local parameter. 

(k) Solid angle: The z axis values combined with the 

surface fitting is used to calculate the different 

solid angles between points and 3D surfaces.  

3. Proposed Model 

The existing models of biometric authentication are weak 

if cryptanalysis is performed on the transmitted data [14], 

[15]. The way to overcome this problem is to use hidden 

parameter along with strong cryptographic algorithm.      In 

this paper, a model to bridge the gap between biometric 

authentication and security is proposed. The process of 
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authentication is performed with the global and local 

parameters. The 3D values of the signature are taken as the 

important local parameter of consideration in the proposed 

model given in Fig. 1. Encryption function is employed on 

the combined global and local parameters making 

individual parameter cryptanalysis a difficult process.   

 

The model proposes a special signature pad with no need 

for any special type of pen to be used. As the individuals 

feel uneasy with different pen sizes, the model considers 

the use of all type of pens giving the freedom for their own 

choice of pen. The z-axis pressure variation is measured by 

non-linearly spaced layers of the signature pad as in Fig. 2.   

 
Fig. 2 Non-linearly spaced layers in the proposed signature pad 

 

The non-linearity is considered in the model for the reason 

of minute pressure variation in z-axis remains with the 

upper layers. The spacing difference is small in the upper 

layers to record the minor variation of the depth of the 

signature. The lower layers are widely spaced to record the 

details of the heavy pressure points during the process of 

signing. This makes the signature to be three dimensional 

with depth. The signature pad has grid lines on its upper 

layer to help the individual in maintaining their usual angle 

of signing.  

 

3.1 Data Acquisition 

The data acquisition in the proposed dynamic signature 

verification system uses online acquisition by generating 

the electronic signals representative of the signature during 

the process of signing. The signature is sampled online for 

every interval of time to acquire the required data and 

extract the feature from it. The features extracted from the 

signature are denoted depending upon the global or local 

parameters as  654321 ,,,,, GGGGGG  

or  4321 ,,, LLLL . In the process of sampling, for the 

sampling period t , the sampled signal value from each 

layer  Ll 1 of the signature pad )(nSl at time 

tn of the signing process  Nn 0  is given as, 

                                
Nnl nS

,...,2,1,0
)(


                           (1) 

 

(a) Velocity (
1G ): The rate of change of 

displacement along the x - axis through the grid 

lines through sampling process is given as,  

                         
dt

xd
v 


1G                         (2) 

(b) Acceleration (
2G ): The rate of change of 

velocity calculated from the equation (2) as, 

                        
dt

vd
aG 2                          (3) 

(c) Pressure ( 3G ): The stress level applied on the 

pad by the pen, F being the force applied on the 

area A. Here, pixel is considered for the area A. 

                        
dA

Fd
PG 3                        (4) 

(d) Direction (
4G ): The pen movements in the x, y 

axis is recorded as binary value of 0 or 1 

depending upon the backward or forward 

movement.  

                               yxG ,4                           (5) 

(e) Pen ups/downs ( 5G ): The discrete signals 

)(tx and )(ty specify the location of the pen on 

the grid lines of the signature pad at time t, and 

the binary signal )(tu  specifies whether the pen 

is up or down at time t.  

   )(5 tuG       (6) 

(f) Length ( 7G ): Mahalanobis distance function 

),( yxd is used to determine the length of the 

signature as the function [16] is scale-invariant 

with the covariance matrix S. 

  )()(),( 1

6 yxSyxyxdG T  
   (7) 

 

3.2 Depth Analysis 

The pressure applied on the signature pad during the 

process of signing leads to the formation of deep points in 

the different layers which are sampled at regular intervals. 

As the process of sampling is done on each layer for every 

interval of time, the locations of pressure points are 

obtained from the grids in each layer separately.  
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Fig. 3 Three-axis variations in the signature. 

 

The three-axis variations are shown in Fig. 3 as x-axis for 

the left to right direction, y-axis for the top to bottom 

direction and z-axis for the depth of the signature ( 1L ). 

Fig.4 demonstrates the different pressure points on each 

layer.  

 

 
                                                                  

Fig. 4 The pressure points of the signature in each layer. 

 

 

3.3 Curve Fitting 

Each layer in the signature pad is considered as a 2D plane. 

The distinguished pressure points are produced by 

different levels of pressure applied over the layer in the 

process of handwritten signature. Those pressure points in 

each layer are considered with the curve fitting equation 

for a best fit of curve. The linear equations, polynomials, 

rational, logarithmic, exponential functions, non-linear 

transition, non-linear power functions are used for curve 

fitting. Apart from these equations and functions, there 

exist huge numbers of user defined functions giving a wide 

range of randomness. The fitted curve is a unique 

parameter which is hidden even from the owner of the 

signature.  

 

nnn zyxzyxzyxzyxzyxf  ...),,( 222111000

            (8) 

 
The distinguished points selected are matched by one of 

the way with the polynomial given in equation (8) to get 

the best fit of the curve. Once the curve is fit, the degree of 

the polynomial used to obtain the best fit of the curve is the 

local parameter ( 2L ).  The distances between pressure 

points in each layer are calculated for signature verification. 

The distance between any two points  iii zyx ,,  to 

 jjj zyx ,,  in different layers are given by equation (9).  

 

2

ji

2

ji

2

jijiij )()()(PPΔP zzyyxx 

           (9) 

 
The effect of scaling due to the individual’s signing 

condition is overcome by using the modulus ratio of point 

differences. The value ijΔP is normally equal and it is 

compared to that stored in the database during verification. 

This feature helps in effective verification of 3D signature 

of different sizes. Equation (10) shows the rate of change 

of yx, axis pressure point values with respect to time. 

This calculates acceleration between various selected 

points over the layers in the signature pad as, 

 


 




k

t j

i
t

P

P
R

0

   (10) 

 

 

3.4 Surface Fitting 
The pressure points from more than one layer are 

considered to fit a 3D surface. There exists many surface 

fits depending on the points considered in each layer. The 

optimum equation to describe the three dimensional 

empirical data is obtained from the best fit through the 

standard least squares minimization. The points between 

two, three, four and five layers are used to perform the best 

3D surface fit. Various points of zyx ,, axis from all the 

layers produce complex 3D surface. The fitted 3D surfaces 

is another unique local parameter ( 3L ) for verification. 

The 3D surface fitting utilizes the linear equations, 

polynomials, rational, logarithmic, exponential functions, 

linear regression, logistic functions, Fourier approximation, 

B-splines, parametric curves least squares approximations 

and user defined functions for 3D surface fitting. A 2D 

contour plot on the top and bottom of the surface fit graph 

is also a distinct value for ( 3L ). 
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3.5 Solid Angle 

The points and surfaces in three-dimensional space 

produces the solid angle at every different point and 

location considered [17].  

 
Fig. 5 The solid angle calculation in one of the layers. 

 

This is a measure of scaling for the signature. The angle θ 

will remain constant for different sizes of the signature, 

making the process of verification unchanged. The fig. 5 

exhibit the solid angle calculation in one of the layers. This 

hidden parameter ( 4L ) is important and effective data for 

3D signature verification.  

 

 

4. Authentication Algorithm 

 
The authentication algorithm for the proposed model has 

two phases, namely, enrollment phase and verification 

phase. Enrollment phase works in offline and verification 

phase works in online.  

 

4.1 Enrollment phase 

During the enrollment phase, each legitimate individual is 

allowed to sign in the signature pad for registering the 

signature samples. Once the first sample is obtained from 

the signature pad, the features are extracted from it and the 

values are stored in the database. The features are 

extracted from all the possible combinations of global 

 654321 ,,,,, GGGGGG  parameters as in the equations 

(11), (12) of iR  for i=1,2,…,k, k being the total number of 

combinations.  

 

            6543211 GGGGGGR           (11) 

 

    65422 GGGGR     (12) 

 

The local parameter features are extracted from 

 4321 ,,, LLLL and stored in the database individually. 

When the second sample of the signature is received, the 

extracted features are verified offline with the previous 

sample for variations. The degree of variance is calculated 

and stored. Once the enrollment of the 3D signature is 

completed after collecting sufficient number of samples, 

the full degree of variance from the complete set of 

signatures is calculated in order to minimize the False 

Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate (FRR).   

 

4.2 Verification Phase 

During the verification phase, the signature is acquired 

from the signature pad and the features are extracted. The 

2D curve fitting, 3D surface fitting and solid angle 

calculation leads to different unique values for individual 

signature. The best fit for every selected point is obtained 

by the algorithm. From the extracted features, the 

algorithm selects some combination of the global 

parameters along with the calculated local parameters. The 

selected parameters are sent through the channel after 

encryption for the process of verification. In order to 

combat from the Naïve, static and dynamic expert forgery, 

the local parameters of curve fitting, surface fitting and 

solid angle calculations are varied in the verification phase 

every time by the defined algorithm. The comparison of 

the received signature with the database determines 

whether the values fall within a certain statistical range and 

accordingly accept/reject is sent as the result of verification.  

The signature verification system is updated with the 

individual’s more recent sample of the signature to avoid 

the minor variations in the signature of the individual due 

to aging or other known factors. The updated information 

is analyzed for modifying the authentication algorithm to 

be used.  

5. Encryption 

The attacks like Man-in-the-middle attack, cipher-text 

alone attack, exploit the security in the signature 

verification [18], [19]. The algorithm used for signature 

verification is time-dependent to avoid any attempt of 

cryptanalysis during the process of verification of signature. 

The encryption with strong cryptographic algorithms like 

symmetric, asymmetric key encryptions helps to make 

complexity in cryptanalysis. The selected parameters from 

the algorithm are combined with function ),( LGf and 

encryption is preformed using XOR operation as given in 

equation (13). The function varies the combination of the 

considered global and local parameters every time along 

with different key k.  
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          kLGfLGf  ),(),(    (13) 

 
The encrypted data is sent for verification through the 

channel.  The receiver decrypts the data as in equation (14) 

to get the features for verification from the database.  

 

           kLGfLGf  ),(),(    (14) 

 

Each layer is encrypted with dynamic symmetric keys [20] 

and the whole signature is encrypted with asymmetric key 

to protect from spoofing and cryptanalysis. The database 

storing the detailed analysis of all the parameters is 

updated periodically and encrypted for higher protection.  

6. Advantages and Applications 

The physiological biometric authentication methods like 

fingerprint, iris, voice, face recognition can be spoofed by 

a duplicate or when the person is in unconscious state of 

mind [21], [22]. The behavioral biometric authentication 

like voice, handwritten signature possess strong barrier for 

such spoofing even when the individual is in medicated 

state due to the need for memory. Compared to voice, 

signature is widely accepted for the purpose of 

authentication due to the larger range of variations [23]. 

Theoretically, the 3D signature possess less FAR 

compared to 2D signature providing high security from 

forgery. These properties allow 3D signature verification 

to be deployed in the field of financial transactions, 

business contracts and administrative works through 

internet. The token based, knowledge based authentication 

methods can be replaced with 3D signature authentication 

for email login, credit card authentication, network 

administration, personal security for portable devices like 

laptops, palmtops. This makes the paper-based hand 

written signature authentication to be replaced by 3D 

signatures for the powerful and trust worthy 

implementation of e-governance. The authorization of the 

governmental orders, legal documents, tax documents, 

appointment letters, consent forms, visa applications and 

judiciary documents can be handled through online with 

the 3D signature verification.  

7. Conclusion 

The rapid growth of the internet leads to the increasing 

security requirements for the development of e-society. 

The on-line verification of signatures for authentication is 

needed for achieving fast and secure economical growth. 

The proposed model uses a customary personal 

authentication method that is accepted at both legal and 

social levels. The deployment of 3D signature verification 

can replace the present methods of authentications like 

token or password. The current need for a powerful 

authentication method in high security transactions like, 

banking and business can be satisfied by the wide range of 

security applications provided by the 3D signature 

authentication model.  The verification database can be 

managed by banks, trusted third party or government for 

reliable and non-transferable authentication.  
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